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When does the Cayley graph of a finitely generated, infinite group look similar 
to a tree? For a locally finite, infinite graph, one can introduce different notions of 
“metric” type saying that it is tree-like: the graph may have (1) a “uniformly span- 
ning tree,” (2) a certain triangulation property, or (3) all its ends may have finite 
diameters. After studying the interrelations between these properties for arbitrary 
graphs, it is proved that they are equivalent for vertex-transitive graphs. A Cayley 
graph has one of these properties if and only if it arises from a finite extension of 
a free group. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let r be a finitely generated, infinite group with unit element e. Choose 
some finite set A of generators of r, and consider the Cavley graph 
G(r, A): its vertex set is r, and its (unoriented) edges are [x, xa] = 
[xa, x], where x E r and a E A. Thus G(T, A) is connected, and r can be 
equipped with an integer-valued metrid dA which is left invariant under the 
action of I? d,(x, JJ) is the minimal length (number of edges) of a path in 
G(T, A) connecting x and y. 
The main purpose of this paper is to characterize all groups whose 
Cayley graphs look faintly like a tree, at least, as “seen from the distance.” 
One way of expressing this precisely is to say that r admits a uniformly 
spanning tree: there is a tree T with vertex set r, such that the metric d, 
of T is equivalent with dA (that is, there is a positive constant L such that 
LwldT< d, 6 LdT). This definition does not depend on the particular 
choice of A: if A and B are two finite generating sets of r, then dA and d, 
are equivalent. 
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This notion has been introduced by Picardello and Woess [ PWl ] in 
order to apply their results about random walks on trees to an appropriate 
class of groups. A construction principle for such groups was given in 
[ PWl 1, but their classification remained an open problem. Note that, 
besides equivalence of the metrics, no condition of regularity is imposed on 
the tree (such as, for example, finitely many orbits under some group of 
automorphisms). Hence it is not clear from the start which groups admit 
a uniformly spanning tree. 
Finite extensions offree groups do. If A is a finite set of “letters” then we 
consider [F,, the free group over A, to consist of all reduced words over A 
and A - ‘, where the only reduction rules are aa -’ = e, a - ‘a = e for a E A. 
Here e is the empty word, the unit element of 5,. (See Lyndon and Schupp 
[LS] for all concepts of combinatorial group theory needed in this con- 
text.) The Cayley graph G( IF,, A) is a homogeneous tree. It is easy to see 
that a group admits a uniformly spanning tree if it has a free subgroup of 
finite index. 
Another possibility for calling a (Cayley) graph tree-like is to say that it 
is “thin at infinity”: every end of G(r, A) has finite diameter. The precise 
definition will be given below (Sect. 2); compare with [PW2]. Briefly 
spoken, this means that every end (equivalence class of one-sided infinite 
paths) can be imagined as an infinite tube with infinitely many corss 
sections of the same finite diameter. However, this diameter may vary for 
different ends, a priori even without finite upper bound over all ends. 
Finally, we may consider the triangulation property of Muller and 
Schupp [MS]. Again, the precise definition will be given below (Sect. 3); 
it roughly says that a finite closed path in G(T, A) cannot be too broad 
(Sect. 2, Definition 2). This property was introduced in [MS] in order to 
classify all context-free groups (the latter definition can be found in that 
reference). Their main result, combined with a significant theorem of 
Dunwoody [D] will be an important tool in the proof of our principal 
result. 
THEOREM. 
equivalent. 
(a) 
For a finitely generated group r, the following statements are 
r admits a untformly spanning tree. 
(b) For some (all) finite generating set(s) A of r, every end of 
G(I’, A) has finite diameter. 
(c) For some (all) finite generating set(s) A of r, G(r, A) has the 
triangulation property of Muller and Schupp. 
w r has a free subgroup of finite index. 
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In particular, if (b) holds, then a posteriori the diameters of all ends have 
a finite upper bound. With a slight modification (c’) of (c) (Sect. 2, 
Definition 2), (a), (b), and (c’) are also equivalent for every locally finite, 
connected graph whose automorphism group has only finitely many orbits 
on the vertex set (Sect. 3, Proposition 2 and Remark 2). In Section 2, the 
corresponding properties and their interrelation are studied for arbitrary 
locally finite, connected graphs. 
The author acknowledges stimulating conversations with W. Imrich and 
J. NeSetiil and the help of his colleagues of the Geometry Department at 
Leoben with drawing the figures. 
2. THE ENDS OF A GRAPH AND TREE-LIKE PROPERTIES 
In this section we consider an arbitrary locally finite, infinite connected 
graph G with vertex set X and edge set E. The edges are unoriented, loops 
are permitted, but no multiple edges. The discrete metric of G will be 
denoted by d,. 
We describe the space of ends of G and its topology. An infinite simple 
path is a sequence 7t = [x,,, x1, x2, . . . ] of successively adjacent vertices 
without repetitions. Two inlinite simple paths 71, 71’ are said to be equip- 
aZent, if for every finite subset U of X, there is some finite path lying entirely 
outside of U, which connects some vertex of n with some vertex of 7t’. An 
end is an equivalence class of infinite simple paths. The set of all ends of G 
is denoted by Q. If we remove a finite subset U of X, then G\U falls apart 
into finitely many connected components. If B is the set of vertices in one 
of these components, then we add to B all ends which have a representative 
path whose vertices all lie in B. Thus we obtain a set C c G = Xu Q. Every 
z E (X\U) u Sz lies in a set C of this type: this is the component of z after 
removing U, and we denote it by C( U, z). Varying U (finite!) and z, we 
obtain a basis of a topology on G. Thus G becomes a compact, totally 
disconnected Hausdorff space, which contains X as an open dense and Q 
as a compact subspace. Observe that in speaking of components C( U, z), 
we do not mean connectedness in this topology. 
With different notation, this concept was originally introduced by 
Freudenthal [F] in 1944, but many graph theorists seem to have been 
unaware of this earlier work. With the present notation, the ends (without 
topology) were independently introduced by Halin [Hl; 19641 and 
extensively studied (see, e.g., [H2, H3]). Later on, the topology was also 
reintroduced and studied (see, for example, Jung [Jl] and Polat [PI). For 
more background concerning ends of graphs, confer these references. Along 
a different line, much work has been done concerning ends of groups (see, 
e.g., Cohen [C J, Stallings [S] ). 
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FIGURE 1 
Every end o in 52 may be described by a sequence ( U, > of finite subsets 
of X, such that 
Such a sequence is said to be contracting towards o (see [PW2] and 
Fig. 1). If (1) holds then it is not hard to see that (C( U,, co)> is a 
neighbourhood basis at w. A typical example of a sequence of this type is 
as follows. Fix a reference vertex e, and define 
II,= (xEX[dJx, e)<n). (2) 
For ~ESZ, let U,=C(B,-,,o)nB, (n= 1,2,...). Then (U,} is 
contracting towards o. 
DEFINITION 1. We say that an end w  of G has finite diameter, 
diam,(a) = k, if there exists a sequence (U,} contracting towards w, such 
that diam,( U,) = k, and k is minimal with respect to this property. 
Here, the diameter of a subset of X is of course defined with respect to 
do. For an end o, its diameter is not the same as the number m,(u) 
defined in [H2]. The latter corresponds to counting the number of points 
in each U, instead of considering diam,( U,). Without further assumptions, 
we can deduce the following “local” property. 
LEMMA. If every end of G has finite diameter and e is a fixed vertex of 
G, then there exist finitely many subsets U, , . . . . U, of X not containing e such 
that 
(i) diam,( Ui) < dG( Ui, e) for every i, and 
(ii) the set C = (7 { C( Ui, e) ) i = 1, . . . . s} is finite. 
ProoJ: Let u) E Q, and let ( U,) be contracting towards cu, diam,( U,) = 
diam,(cu) = k. Then we must have lim, dG( U,, e) = co and e 4 C( U,, co) for 
all but finitely many n. Thus we can find a first set in the sequence, denoted 
by U(a), such that e # C( U(o), co) and d,( U(W), e) > k = diam,( U(m)). We 
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have 52 E u { C( U(w), cu) 1 cr) E 52 ). This is an open cover of 52. Thus there 
are finitely many Ui = U(U~), i= 1, . . . . s, such that the components 
C( Ui, CUE) cover 52: if o ~52 then C( Ui, o) = C( Ui, ai) for some i and in 
particular, CL) $ C( Ui, e). Thus C = (I (C( Ui, e) ) i = 1, . . . . s} contains no end 
and must be finite. a 
Observe that the integer lattices of dimension da 2 are typical examples 
of graphs which do not have the local property of the Lemma. 
As above, a uniformly spanning tree of G is a tree T with vertex set X 
(not necessarily a subtree of G), whose metric d, is equivalent with do. 
Next, we describe a slightly modified version of the triangulation 
property of [MS] for an arbitrary graph. Given a nonnegative integer K, 
a K-path in G is a finite sequence p = [x0, x1, . . . . x,] of successively 
adjacent vertices, possibly with repetitions, such that d&x0, x,) d K. With 
p we associate a closed convex polygon P(p) in the plane, whose boundary 
has m + 1 vertices uO, . . . . urn. These are labeled in clockwise order with 
x0, . . . . x,. (Thus different vertices of P(p) may carry the same label.) Given 
another positive integer A42 K, an M-triangulation of p is a plane tri- 
angulation of P(p) obtained by adding only diagonals (no new vertices, 
diagonals may intersect only in endpoints), such that d,(xi, xj) <A4 
whenever there is a diagonal whose endpoints are labeled by Xi and xi, 
respectively. If p has length m < 1, then it is automatically considered to be 
triangulated. 
DEFINITION 2. We say that G can be (K, M)-triangulated, if every 
K-path in G has an M-triangulation. 
By definition, if G can be (K, M)-triangulated and 0 < K’ < K, then G 
can be (K’, M)-triangulated, and it is easy to see that it can also be (K + 1, 
A4 + 1 )-triangulated. To get a feeling for the qualitative meaning of 
Definition 2, think of a circular path p = [x0, x,, . . . . x,,,] in G, where x0 = 
x, is the only repetition. If it has an M-triangulation and m is very large 
compared with A4, then this means that in G, the circle p does not really 
have “circular shape”: for every Xi there is some “opposite” point xj 
(corresponding to the endpoint of a diagonal starting from Vi), whose 
distance from xi is not larger than M. 
PROPOSITION 1. The graph G has a uniformly spanning tree if and 
if there is a positive integer M such that G can be (0, M)-triangulated. 
only 
ProoJ 1. Let T be a uniformly spanning tree of G. It is rather easy to 
see that T can be (0, l)-triangulated: we prove this by induction on the 
length of the closed path p = [x0, x1, . . . . x2,,, = x0] in T, m > 1. If m = 1 
then P(p) is a triangle, and dT(xi, xj) < 1. Now suppose that the statement 
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is true for m - 1 (m 3 2). Let xi be a vertex of p such that d,(xi, x,) = 1 
is maximal in p. Then 12 1, 1 < i < 2m - 1, and by the tree structure we 
must have xi--l=xi+l,d(xi+l,~g)=l-l. Thus ~'=[xO,X~,~..,X~-~, 
xi+23 a**7 X2ml is a closed path of length 2m - 2 in T and admits a 
l-triangulation. Now we add to P($) (which is assumed to have vertices 
7 ui- 17 vi+29 **a) v2m ) the two vertices u,, Ui+ I (corresponding to 
~:X,+1). The edges [ujeI, v,],j=i, i+ 1, i+2, and the diagonals 
Cvi- 17 ui+ll, [vi-I, vi+217 combined with the triangulation of IQ’), give 
a l-triangulation of p. 
Now consider any closed path p = [x0, x1, . . . . x,] in G (x, = x0), and let 
!&l 
1, . . . . v, be the corresponding vertices of P(p). As d,(xi_ 1, xi) < 1, we 
d,(xi~ I, xi) < L, where L 2 2 is a constant such that L-‘d, < d, < 
Ld,. Hence there are paths pi = [xi_ 1 = Xi,o, Xi, 1) . . . . Xi,k, = xi] in T, such 
that 1 ~ kit L, i= 1, . . . . m (if Xi~ I =Xi, with a 100~ in G, pi may have 
length 2). Now the composed path 
P = cl%, ***, Pm1 = cxo = x1.0, Xl, 1, ***, Xl,k, = Xl = x2,0, “‘, X,,k, = x,] 
is closed in T and can be l-triangulated. Group the boundary vertices of 
P(P) into sets Vo= (v~=v~,~), Vi= {Ui,j 1 j= 1, . . . . ki), i= 1, . . . . WZ. Let Vi, Uj 
be two vertices of P(p) which are not adjacent. Then we draw a diagonal 
between Vi and ~j if and only if in the triangulation of p, there is a diagonal 
between some point of Vi and some point of VI. Thus dT(xi, xi) < 2L - 1; 
hence dG(xi, xj) < L(2L - l), and we have obtained an M-triangulation of 
p, where M = L(2L - 1). In other words, G can be (0, M)-triangulated. 
2. To see the converse, fix a reference vertex e E X and define the balls 
B, as in (2). Let C,,i (i= 1, . . . . m,) be the components of G that remain 
after Zaking out B, _ 1, and let Un,i = C,,i n B,. We claim that 
diam,( U.~,i) < 3M for every n, i. To see this, let x, y E U,,,. Then there are 
paths pX = [e =x0, x1, . . . . x, = x] and p, = [e = y,, y, , . . . . yn = y], such 
that d,(Xj, e) = dG(yi, e) = j (j= 0, . . . . II). Furthermore, there must be a 
path pxqy= [x=z,, zl, . . . . z, = ~1 lying entirely within Cn,i, and in 
particular, d,(zj, e) 2 n for all its points. Consider the closed path 
P = Ce =X0, x1, . . . . x, = x = zo, zl, . . . . z, = y = yn, yn _, , . . . . y. = e]. 
By assumption, p can be M-triangulated. The boundary of P(p) is 
subdivided into three consecutive nonempty arcs corresponding to p,, P.~, -“, 
and the “inverse” of pv. Hence, by [MS, Lemma 51, in the triangulation of 
p there must be a triangle which has vertices on all three arcs. Suppose 
their labels are xj, y,, and z,., respectively. Then dG(xj, z,) < M and 
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&(Y/o 2,) G iv Furthermore, d&q, e) > &(e, z,) - d,(+ z,) 2 n - iI4 
and d,( y,, e) >, n - M; that is, j, k 2 n - 44. Therefore d&x, xj) < M and 
&(Y, Y,J G ~4. Thus &Ax, Y) 6 d,(x, xj) + ddx,, y,J + &(y,c, y) < 3M 
and diam,( Un,i) < 3M 
We now construct a uniformly spanning tree T with vertex set X. In each 
Un,i, we select a point X,,i and connect it with every other point in U,,i by 
an edge of T. (Thus U,,i becomes a “star.“) We connect X,, i and x, + I,j by 
an edge in T if and only if C, + l,i c C, i. No further edges are introduced. , 
Thus we obtain a tree. 
We prove equivalence of d, with d,. Let x, y E X, dT(x, u) = 1. Then 
either both x, y E U,,i for some n, i or, up to switch of x and y, x = x,,~ and 
Y =xn+ 1,J for some n, i, j with C, + l,j c C,j. In the first case, 
d&x, y) < 3M. In the second case, observe that there must be an edge in 
G from some point x’ in U,,i to some point y’ in U, + l,j. Hence, d,(x, y) < 
d,(x,x’)+l+d,(y’,y)<6M+l. Thus d,<(6M+l)d,. 
On the other hand, assume d&x, y) = 1 and, without loss of generality, 
n = d,(e, x) < dJe, y) 6 n + 1. Then x E U,,i for some n, i and either y E U,,i 
or y E U,, l,j for some j. In the first case, d,(x, y) <d,(x, x,,i) + 
dT(x,,i, y) < 2. In the second case, we must have C,, 1 j c C, i, and 
d~(x, Y)~d~(X,X,,~)fd~(Xn,i,X,+l,,)+d~(X,+l,~, Y)G3* ThUSd,63d~, 
and the metrics are equivalent. 1 
COROLLARY. If G admits a uniformly spanning tree, then there is a 
D < CO such that diam,(co) ,< D for every co E $2. 
Proof. By Proposition 1, G can be (0, M)-triangulated for some M. If 
the sets U,,i are defined as in the second part of the above proof, then 
diam,( U,,i) <D for every n, i, where D = 3M. If o E 52 then for every n 
there is exactly one i = i(n, cu) such that co E C,,i. If we set U,(O) = Un,i, 
then (UJO)} is contracting towards co. 1 
It is easy to construct examples which show that the converse implica- 
tion of the Corollary is not true in general: see the example in Fig. 2. There 
is only one end, which has diameter 0, but the diameters of the sets 
Un = B,\B, _ 1 are not bounded (as they should be according to Proposi- 
tion 1 and its proof, if there were a uniformly spanning tree). 
e 
FIGURE 2 
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3. TRANSITIVE GRAPHS AND CAYLEY GRAPHS 
A graph whose automorphism group acts transitively on its vertex set is 
called transitive. In this section, we restrict attention to such graphs, which 
in addition are always assumed to be locally finite and connected. 
PROPOSITION 2. For a transitive graph G, the following statements are 
equivalent. 
(a) G admits a uniformly spanning tree. 
(b) Every end of G has finite diameter. 
(cl) There is a positive integer M such that G can be (A4, M)- 
triangulated. 
ProoJ: By Proposition 1 and the Corollary, we have (c’) * (a) * (b). 
Thus what remains for us to show is that (b) implies (c’). To prove this, 
consider the finite sets Ui, i = 1, . . . . s, constructed in the Lemma for a fixed 
reference vertex e: in particular, C = n (C( Ui, e) 1 i = 1, . . . s} is finite. Set 
U=u {Ujli=l,..., s> and V = U u C. Then V is finite. Let M = diam,( V). 
If p = [x(), x1, . . . . x,] is an M-path in G, then we may assume x0 = e; 
otherwise, by transitivity we can map p onto a path starting at e without 
changing distances. We now prove (c’) by induction on the path length. If 
p lies entirely within V, and if vo, . . . . v, are the vertices of P(p), then we 
obtain an M-triangulation of p by drawing all the diagonals [v,, vi], 
i = 2, . . . . m - 1. 
Now suppose that p has some vertex outside of V, and that the state- 
ment is true for all M-paths in G of length less than M. Let k be the maxi- 
mal index such that xk $ I/. By detinition of C, xk 4 C( Ui, e) for some index 
i, and xk 4 Ui. In other words, Ui separates e from xk, and any path from 
e to xk must pass through Ui. Hence there must be an index j, 1 < j < k, 
such that Xj E Ui. We split p into two shorter paths p’ = [e = x0, x1, . . . . xj] 
and p” = [xi, xi+ 1, . . . . x,]. As both e and xi are in V, p’ is an M-path. We 
claim that this is also true for p”. 
Case 1. x, E V. Then d&x,, x,) < diam,( V) = A4 and p” is an M-path. 
Case 2. x, 4 V. Then k = m for the vertex xk defined above. Let 
d= do(e, x,). Then there is a path q = [e = yo, yl, . . . . yd= x,] in G 
from e to x,. As above, there must be a vertex y, of q, 1 f r < d, such 
that y, E Ui. We have do( yr, x,) = d- r, dG( y,, e) = r. Furthermore, 
do( yr, xj) < diam,( Ui) < d,( Ui, e) < r by the construction of Ui. Hence, 
do(x,, x,) < do(xj, y,) + do( y,, x,) 6 d. By assumption, d d M and p” is an 
M-path. 
By the induction hypothesis, p’ and p” can be M-triangulated. If vo, vi, 
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and u, are the vertices of P(p) corresponding to e, xi, and x,, respectively, 
then we may draw the diagonals from uj to u. and from uj to u,: the distan- 
ces between e, xi, and x, are all bounded by A4. Now P(p) splits into 
P(p’), P(p”), and the triangle uouju,. By adding all the diagonals of P(p’) 
and P(p”) which triangulate p’ and p”, we obtain an M-triangulation 
OfP. I 
Remark 1. Observe that the local property of the Lemma may be 
added to the list of equivalent statements in Proposition 2. If all ends of a 
transitive graph have finite diameter, then a posteriori these diameters are 
bounded, by Proposition 2 and the Corollary. Note that in general, a 
transitive graph may have ends both with finite and with infinite diameter 
(for example, a Cayley graph of the free product of two one-ended groups). 
Furthermore, it follows from [J2] that the ends with finite diameter are 
dense in Q if the (transitive) graph G has more than one end. 
Remark 2. Proposition 2 also holds when G is “almost” transitive, that 
is, when the automorphism group of G has only finitely many orbits on the 
vertex set. 
To see this, we must prove that (b) * (c‘) is still true. Choose a set 
(e(l), . . . . et’)> of representatives of the orbits. If we apply the lemma to etk), 
we obtain sets Ui’), . . . . z/J:) not containing etk), which satisfy (i) and (ii). 
Now choose Ctk) and Vtk) in the same way as C and V above, and take 
M = max { diam,( Vtk)) 1 k = 1, . . . . r>. In the induction, it is enough to con- 
sider only M-paths starting at some e@), and the rest of the proof remains 
the same. 
Before completing the proof of the theorem, we make some observations 
about the triangulation property of Muller and Schupp. 
Let A be a finite generating set of the group r, and choose a set of letters 
A in one-to-one correspondence a f-) a with A. In the setting of [MS], the 
Cayley graph of r with respect to A has oriented edges with labels from the 
free group [F, : x +xa with label a and x-+xa-1 with label a-l, where 
x E r and a E A. We write G(& A) for this oriented Cayley graph. The 
closed convex polygon p(p) corresponding to a closed path p = 
cxo, Xl, ‘.‘, x,] has m vertices ui, . . . . v, corresponding to x1, . . . . x, =x0, its 
oriented edges vi- 1 -+ u, carry the same label as the edge xi- I --) xi of p in 
G(r, A). We call oriented M-triangulation a trangulation in the sense of 
[MS]: this is a plane triangulation of p(p) which uses only diagonals, 
every diagonal is oriented and carries a label w  E IF, of word length 
bounded by M; in the converse direction, the label is w-‘. For every 
triangle, the product in IF, of the consecutive three labels around its 
boundary must give a true relation of r, i.e., it maps onto the unit element 
under the canonical homomorphism from IF, onto r. 
Now the triangulation property of [MS] says the following. 
582b/47/3-9 
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(c) There is an integer A4 > 0 such that every closed path in G(r, A) 
has an oriented M-triangulation. 
If p is as above, and if we consider p’ = [x0, x1, . . . . X, _ 1] as a l-path in 
the unoriented Cayley graph, then p has an oriented M-triangulation if and 
only if p’ can be M-triangulated according to Definition 2: if [Vi, vj] is a 
diagonal of P(p’), then orient it from Vi to uj, say, and label it with a word 
w  E IF, of length d,(xi, xj) which maps onto xzylxi under the canonical 
homomorphism. 
Proof of the Theorem. By the above, (c) holds if and only if G(r, A) 
can be (1, M)-triangulated for some M > 0. Thus, for G(r, A) the proper- 
ties (a), (b), (c’), and (c) are equivalent by Propositions 1 and 2. We have 
observed in the Introduction that (d) implies (a), and we now prove that 
(c) implies (d). 
As the main result of [MS], r contains a free subgroup of finite index 
if and only if it is context-free and accessible. See, e.g., [MS, D] for the 
definition of accessibility. Now [MS, Th. I] says that r is context-free if 
and only if it has property (c). By [D], every finitely presented group is 
accessible, that is, every group that can be described by finitely many 
generators and relations (see [LS, Ch. II]). Thus what remains is to prove 
that r is finitely presented if (c) holds (compare with [W] ). 
Consider the set R of all words in F, which can be obtained by taking 
the product around the boundary of some triangle of an oriented M-tri- 
angulation of some closed path in G(r, A). Every w  E R has word length 
bounded by 3M. Hence R is finite, thus giving rise to a finite presentation 
(A,R) ofr. 1 
Remark 3. Our theorem, combined with [PWl, Th. 41 gives another 
proof that the class of all finitely generated groups which contain a free 
subgroup of finite index is closed with respect to amalgamations and 
HNN-extensions over finite subgroups (compare with [ KPS] ). 
Remark 4. There is a possible connection between the diameters of the 
ends of a transitive graph and the problem of accessibility of finitely 
generated groups. Let G be an infinite, locally finite connected graph and 
let 52, be the set of all ends of G with finite diameter. Define 
8(G) = sup{diam,(o) 1 co E Q,}. 
Problem 1. Is 8(G) finite for every transitive graph G? 
The following is not hard to see: if G = G(& A) is a Cayley graph of an 
accessible group r with respect to some finite generating set A of r, then 
8(G) < co. (Let r have ends with arbitrarily large finite diameter. If r is the 
amalgamated free product of two groups rl, r, over a finite subgroup, or 
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if I’ is an HNN-extension of a group rO with respect to a finite subgroup, 
then rl or r2, or TO, respectively, must have ends with arbitrarily large 
finite diameter. Thus the process of splitting into amalgams or HNN- 
extensions can be continued ad infinitum. For the involved notions, see 
CL& MS14 
The converse seems to be harder to prove. 
Problem 2. Is it true that r is accessible if O(G) < co for some Cayley 
graph G of r? 
If the answer were affirmative, then one would have a purely graph- 
theoretical approach to accessibility: one could define a transitive graph G 
to be accessible, if 8(G) < a, and Problem 1 would be the extension of the 
problem of accessibility to transitive graphs. 
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